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The Approach The Results

Evaluate the microeconomics of the e-hailing industry1

Benchmark pricing theory for two-sided platforms and study 
the mechanics of network development

2

Leverage external data to create dependent variable3

Utilize machine learning techniques to identify relationships 
with internal and external data sources

4

Generate dashboards to enhance data-driven decisions5

Step

Dashboard

4M Data points from  e-hailing market5K
Observations sampled to 

create the dependent var.

13
Interviews with members of Ops, 

Data Science, and Strategy teams

Machine learning models utilized 

to maximize predictive power
17

9
Dynamic visualizations filterable 

by date, time, city, and district

Distinct features tested for 

relationship with dependent var.
77

Off-Site

Evaluate the microeconomics of the e-hailing industry1

Benchmark pricing theory for two-sided platforms and 
study the mechanics of network development

2

Leverage external data to create dependent variable3

Utilize machine learning techniques to identify 
relationships with internal and external data sources

4

Generate 3 dashboards to enhance data-driven decisions5
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Eliminate Noise

Reduce Variability in 

the Data

Create Sample 

Data Set

Calculate Ride 

Duration and 

Distance

Calculate 

Expected Fare

Calculate and 

Process 

Dependent variable

Regress Dependent 

variable On Features

All entries with data feed errors and/or 

incomplete and uninterpretable information 

were eliminated (~3M obs remained)

Only usage data for rides in Sao Paulo with no 

promos were utilized in order to limit presence 

of confounding variables  (~80K obs)

A random sample of 5K observations were 

utilized in order to gauge viability of 

calculation methodology

Data set was processed through Google Maps 

API in order to generate duration and distance 

estimates from start and stop points

Given ride duration and distance, an expected 

ride fare was calculated with specified formula 

Dependent  variable was calculated by dividing 

observed fare by expected fare 

and then floored

Dependent  variable was regressed on a litany 

of features

Started with 77 

possible features
to establish predictive 

relationships

Fed into
17 Machine Learning 

Models, spanning regression, 

CART, Random Forest, Nearest 

Neighbors, Support Vector 

Machines, and Boosted Trees

Yielded
4 categories of 

key variables

Which resulted in 

Ensure success through three key actions
Next 
Steps

Objective Methodology

On-Site

Model

Use the 

Dashboard

GMs

Ops Teams

Data Science

The dashboard will be 

available for use soon; this is 

a fantastic test and learn 

opportunity to improve it 

moving forward

Allocate Data 

Science 

Resources

Engineering

Operations

Data Science

A small team from engineering, 

ops, and Data Sci. will be 

needed to launch; in steady 

state, one analyst from ops 

and Data Sci. (ea.)

Communicate 

Success
All 99ers!

Once operational, 

communicate new data 

driven approach widely. 

Highlight wins/uses in GM 

Slack/Whatsapp groups
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